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Non-performing loan (NPL) problems remain urgent, or even threatening in some countries, despite relatively long-lasting macroeconomic recovery since the 2008–2010 crisis. NPL handling tools and methods currently used by the banks are not efficient enough to significantly reduce the NPL ratio and keep it within safe and sustainable limits. This paper analyses the current state and causes of NPLs in retail banking and the ways of improving their handling efficiency.

An idea that retail banks should not only focus on administrative handling methods, but also actively promote financial awareness and especially rational consumer behaviour of clients as measures preventing the NPL, is presented. The idea is based on a synthesis of research results performed within three segments, which shape the background of the problem: first, the current NPL situation in retail banking, theoretical framework and methods of their control, second, the budgetary and borrower performance of households and contemporary trends within consumer behaviour and, third, the NPL determinants, evaluation and comparison of their impact.

Recommendations for retail banks to invest into preventive NPL reducing measures and run them parallel to the currently used “follow-up” type NPL handling tools are developed. The recommendations are supported by simulation of payback potential of investment by using specially developed algorithm.

Research methods used: comparative analysis, processing of statistical data, expert evaluation, mathematical analysis.

Keywords: Commercial Banks, Non-Performing Loans, Financial and Consumer Awareness, Borrower Performance, Consumption Patterns, Determinants of Non-Performing Loans.

Introduction

Numerous scientific investigations have been performed within the field of household economics since the first publications in the beginning of the 18th century (Richarme, 2007). Various aspects of financial and consumer behaviour affecting the household itself as well as consumer and financial markets, have been analysed, with links and interrelations between them highlighted. Despite of this and the numerous relevant theories developed, even the simplest task of maintaining a balanced budget still remains a challenging task for many households, not to mention the optimal allocation of a household’s resources between current and future consumption. This means that expenditure attributed to the current consumption equals or even exceeds the budget limits in a significant number of households, forcing them to borrow from financial institutions in order to compensate for the deficit.

Borrowing is common when households implement their long-term plans related to dwellings, vehicles and other valuable purchases. However, indebtedness of households in many cases is not related to the implementation of such plans at all, but rather with ordinary everyday consumption. This raises a number of questions, for example, why there is such a large number of households that suffer from this problem, what the reasons are and whether there are any efficient ways to help improve the situation. If an irresponsible consumer who is not accustomed to following basic resource management rules becomes a client of the bank, a high probability exists that this will lead to an increased share of bad loans¹.

The study analyses the influence of financial and consumer behaviour on budgetary and borrower performance of individuals and the impact on the volume of bad loans in commercial banks relative to other relevant factors. A hypothesis that a close correlation between budgetary and borrower performance of households exists,

¹ Bad loans or non–performing loans include depreciated loans and those that are more than 60 days overdue (but non-impaired loans), compared to the loan portfolio on a gross basis
with possible strong link of both with the pattern of consumer behaviour, is raised. Some preventive measures, which commercial banks could undertake for the improvement of financial and consumer awareness of their clients, were identified. The planning principles of these measures, based on economic criteria and the estimated payback potential of investment into them, are presented. The following methods were used in the research: the statistical data processing, comparative and logical analysis methods were used to analyse the household-related monetary flows, the state of household budget management and the ratio of non-performing loans; the process of financial decision-making in households is analysed by using scientific literature; determinants of non-performing loans are identified by experts using the Delphi method; payback analysis of investment into the measures aimed at reducing the volume of non-performing loans is based on the use of mathematical analyses and differential mathematics techniques.

Budgetary and Borrower Performance of Households: the Effect on Retail Banking

Households are an integral part of the economic system of every country, and therefore, processes related to household finances are a significant focus of numerous scientists (Abreu & Mendes, 2010; Almenberg & Gerdes, 2012; Altfest, 2009; Bosshardt & Walstad, 2014; Carlin & Robinson, 2012; Campbell, 2006; Finke & Smith, 2012; Hite et al., 2011; Vahidov & He, 2009) and institutions, such as the Consumer Federation of America (2012), Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards (2012), Members Equity Bank (2013), International Monetary Fund (2013), Wealth Management Institute (2015), and the Princeton Survey Research Associates International (2015). Expenditure or consumption planning and management is one of the key elements in household economics (Medova et al., 2008). Efficient planning and managing of expenditure allows the household to achieve maximum utility and successfully implement life-long wealth building plans.

Table 1 shows that the flow of household-related expenditure in Lithuania accounts for approximately 2/3 of the country’s GDP, and therefore, its influence on economics is huge, both on micro and macro levels.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Level, million EUR (current prices)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real GDP</td>
<td>32696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Consumption Expenditure</td>
<td>20858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of GDP, %</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 shows that the total earnings of commercial banks from retail and corporate banking are approximately 0.6 billion EUR per year, while private consumption expenditure is about 21 billion EUR. Thus, the aggregate value of the financial services market is less than 3% of the consumer market, while the share of this market related to individuals and households is only 1–2%.

Compared to other EU countries, the relative volume of commercial bank earnings in Lithuania is several times lower both if measured as a percentage of GDP (Lithuania 2%, UK 7.5%, Germany 4.6%, Nordic countries 4%, Italy 5%) and as a per capita revenue (Lithuania 200 EUR/year, UK & Ireland 2,300 EUR, Germany 1,500 EUR, Nordic countries 1,900 EUR, Greece 800 EUR and Eastern Europe 400 EUR) (Wyman, 2013).

In terms of volume, the household-related monetary flow in the product market dramatically dominates, showing that involvement of banks in the wealth building of households and the volume of financial services provided to them is relatively very low and points to the possibility of expanding the turnover in this segment.
Analysis of the volume of non-performing loans issued to individual clients in Lithuania has revealed the existence of a sharply worsening borrower performance during the 2008–2010 crisis and relatively slow improvement during the post-crisis period. Significant differences exist in mortgage and consumer loan segments, with the situation close to threatening in the latter, where the level of bad loans had reached 25%. The situation has been improving since 2012, but the volume of non-performing loans (NPL) still remained above 10% in 2014 (Figure 2). This has had a strong negative impact on profitability of financial institutions. Currently, the profitability of banks has recovered, with profits reaching almost 250 million EUR per year, but all of the profitable years, starting from 2011, have hardly compensated for the loss suffered in 2009–2010 (Figure 1).

Non-performing loans are a painful problem, not only in Lithuania, but in other countries as well. Figure 3 illustrates the NPL dynamics based on data from the World Bank during the period 2008–2015 in nine countries. In 2009, the highest level was registered in Lithuania. Starting from 2011, a sharp NPL growth was observed in Cyprus and Greece. By the end of 2015, it reached 45% in Cyprus and 34% in Greece, while countries like Sweden or Norway have never had the NPL level higher than 2% during this period.

The average NPL ratio in Europe steadily increased from ~5% to ~7.6% during the 2009–2014 period despite the improving macroeconomic situation (European Parliament, 2016), which shows that there is no clear correlation between the NPLs and basic macroeconomic indicators. This raises questions about the efficiency of strategies used to tackle the NPL problem. The currently used measures are mainly focused on tightening bank supervision, structural bankruptcy reforms, and the development of markets for distressed assets (Aiyar et al., 2015; IMF, 2015). This shows that the issue is viewed by banks as solely a banking problem with no in-depth analysis of reasons causing it. The measures used are predominantly passive – the “follow-up” type – while the use of active measures preventing the problem is rather limited.

Borrower performance of bank clients correlates with managing efficiency of one’s own budgets. Research on Lithuanian households (Taujanskaitė & Milčius, 2012) has shown that up to 30% of them experience difficulties with maintaining balanced budgets (Figure 4). According to the Central Bank of Lithuania, this ratio is even higher and reaches almost 40% (The Central Bank of the Republic of Lithuania, 2014).

No correlation was observed between this indicator and household income. Surprisingly, during the 2008–2010 crisis, the wealthiest households had suffered the most, while the poorest ones, instead, performed relatively well. Households with an average income performed best as the share of unbalanced budgets even shrank in this segment. This shows that income level cannot be considered a decisive factor that keeps the budgets balanced and suggests that budgetary performance is more subject to consumption habits than with income (Figure 4), which is in line with the initial prediction about a possible close link between them and the pattern of consumer behaviour. To specifically verify this and estimate the role of the latter factor, an expert evaluation was performed as a part of this study.
**Issues of Financial and Consumer Awareness**

*Theoretical framework of consumer behaviour.* Issues related to consumer decision-making in households have been investigated for centuries. The beginning of research within the area of household consumption can be linked to Nicholas Bernoulli, John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern’s work, “The basis of consumer decision making theory,” published in 1715 (Richarde, 2007), which contained the first formal explanation of consumer decision-making. Later, in 1738, Daniel Bernoulli extended this concept and formulated the “utility theory”, which proposed that “consumers make choices based on the expected outcomes of their decisions. Consumers are viewed as rational decision makers who are only concerned with self-interest” (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007; Zinkham, 1992). Utility theory views the consumer as a “rational economic man” (Bray, 2008), although perception of the rationality appears to be quite flexible as consumer behaviour can be influenced by numerous intrinsic and extrinsic factors.


The literature highlights several motivation contexts for research within the area of consumer behaviour:

- First, there is consumer behaviour as a determinant of market demand. Both theory and practical activities within marketing are predominantly based on data derived from an analysis of consumer behaviour;
- Second, there is an analysis of macroeconomic processes to produce data needed for national accounts, evaluation of the performance of a country’s economy in general and decision-making whether or not interference from government or central bank side is needed to change the situation;
- Third, there are considerations for households (individuals) and their financial performance.

The first two have triggered the development of numerous macroeconomic theories (e.g. Keynesian), which have clearly dominated in the area of consumer behaviour research so far. The third is predominantly related to microeconomics and theories developed by Becker (1965), Lancaster (1966), etc. The volume of the latter research is limited compared to previous research, even though its significance is huge, not only for separate households, but also for suppliers of financial services to them, such as commercial banks and leasing companies, etc., as well as for the economic performance of entire countries.

Both approaches analyse consumer behaviour in a slightly different way. While the macroeconomic approach applies an aggregate view and does not go deep enough to analyse processes inside the household, the microeconomic approach and the related theories, in contrast, focus on an analysis of processes inside the household as an autonomous and isolated unit, without taking into account their overall financial cooperation with credit institutions participating in their wealth building. Both approaches and theories thereof leave aside this cooperation and actually ignore the problem of non-performing loans as a result. A simultaneous integral view on consumer behaviour from the standpoint of macro- and microeconomics might highlight this problem, which is not clearly seen from either of them alone.

The above mentioned imbalance between the volume of research based on the two approaches and the lack of integration between them results in poor theoretical support and guidance of consumers acting in a very dynamic, sophisticated and permanently changing consumer market. This might be one of the reasons for the poor financial performance of households.

The 2015 Nobel Prize was awarded to Angus Deaton for his research and emphasis on “the links between individual consumption decisions and outcomes for the whole economy,” supporting the importance of integration of both approaches (The Prize in Economics Sciences, 2015).

**Patterns and types of consumer behaviour.** A number of approaches have been developed to characterise and understand the behaviour of an individual consumer. The traditional social class approach (Smith, 1964) has been used for many years to analyse the habits of households, which differ by income and position in society. Consumer types by social classes consist of the following:

- **Upper-upper (0,5 %).** These are the old established families in a community. Their goals can be characterised in the following terms: gracious living, family reputation, and community responsibility. The individual has to be born into this group or can achieve it through a successful career.
- **Lower-upper (2 %).** These are those that are new top executives of large corporations, entrepreneurs of large businesses, successful doctors and lawyers. Their family goals are a blend of the upper-upper (gracious living) and the upper-middle (drive for success).
- **Upper-middle (10 %).** These are mostly professionals, such as businessmen, junior executives, etc. The goal here is mainly a successful career. Sociability and wide interests are characteristic in this group.
- **Lower-middle (35 %).** This is the top of the average class: the white collar, salaried class of the small businessman and office workers. The goal here is respectability. They like nice homes, nice clothes and good neighbourhoods.
- **Upper-lower (40 %).** This is the ordinary working man who is a wage earner and skilled worker. The orientation here is towards enjoying life. They want to be modern.
- **Lower-lower (12 %).** This is the unskilled labor group – the sporadically unemployed. This group is
characterised by apathy, fatalism and the idea of “getting your kicks when you can” (Smith, 1964).

The social class approach presumes that the pattern of consumer behaviour is, first of all, subject to the resources available for the household.

During the last decades, a number of other approaches have been adopted in the study of consumer-related decision making, drawing upon differing traditions of psychology (Bray, 2008). Writers suggest different typological classifications of these works, with five major approaches emerging. Each of them posit alternate models of man and emphasise the need to examine quite different variables (Foxall, 1990):

- **Economic Man (Homo economicus).** Early research regarded man as entirely rational and self-interested, making decisions based upon the ability to maximise utility whilst expending the minimum amount of effort. In order to behave rationally, a consumer would have to be aware of all the available consumption options, be capable of correctly rating each alternative and be able to select the optimum course of action (Schiffman & Kanuk, 2007). These steps are no longer seen as a realistic account of human decision-making, as consumers rarely have adequate information, motivation or time to make such a “perfect” decision and are often acted upon by less rational influences, such as social relationships and values (Simon, 1997).

- **Psychodynamic.** The psychodynamic tradition within psychology is widely attributed to the work of Sigmund Freud (Stewart, 1994). The key tenet of the psychodynamic approach is that behaviour is determined by biological drives, rather than by individual cognition or environmental stimuli (Bray, 2008).

- **Behaviourist.** Essentially, behaviourism is a family of philosophies stating that behaviour is explained by external events, and that all things that organisms do, including actions, thoughts and feelings, can be regarded as behaviours. The causation of behaviour is attributed to factors external to the individual (Bray, 2008).

- **Cognitive.** In stark contrast to the foundations of classical behaviourism, the cognitive approach ascribes observed actions (behaviour) to intrapersonal cognition. The individual is viewed as an “information processor” (Ribeaux & Poppleton, 1978).

- **Humanistic.** This approach uses behaviour motives, which are beyond those seen in the theory of the economic man, which is on purely egoistic motives.

Yet another classification of various consumer types has been recently presented by Euromonitor International (2015):

- **Undaunted Striver.** Looks for new and innovative products, wants to dominate in society and be unique. Likes luxury and exclusivity things.

- **Impulsive Spender.** Makes buying decisions based on emotions and is advertising sensitive. Enjoys comfort, brands, beautiful packages, etc.

- **Conservative Housebody.** Pays attention to well-known products, but rarely buys novelties. Does not want to dominate in society.

- **Aspiring Struggler.** Searches for something that could make him or her unique and idiosyncratic. Likes prestige and well-known brands.

- **Independent Skeptic.** Makes buying decisions according to his or her own opinions and is not advertising sensitive. Likes high quality purchases, and before buying, he or she analyses all product features.

- **Secure Traditionalist.** Buys tested items, and does not pay attention to new products. Likes stability and traditions.

- **Balanced Optimist.** Makes buying decisions rationally and likes tested items, but does not exclude innovations.

Additionally, a number of new consumption types have recently emerged, which have not been presented in the above classifications. Among them are as following:

- **Sustainable consumption:** refers to ways of reducing environmental stress and meeting the basic needs of humanity in the areas of mobility, housing, clothing, and nutrition. Characteristics: eco-efficiency & changing lifestyle of humans in order to reduce the emission of CO₂ (Hertwich *et al.*, 2015).

- **Green consumption:** a concept that ascribes to the consumers’ responsibility or co-responsibility for addressing environmental problems through adoption of environmentally friendly behaviours, such as the use of organic products, clean and renewable energy and the research of goods produced by companies with zero, or almost zero, impact (Connolly & Prothero, 2008; Elliott, 2013).

- **Smart consumption:** the idea of consumption creating a prosperous world while using fewer resources or buying something with the view of sustainable benefits (Brohmann & Quack, 2015).

- **Connected consumers:** the idea of evolving consumer behaviour in light of smartphones, tablets and PC growth as new channels (such as e-stores). Here, new devices are more and more important for consuming decisions. Consumers are modern deal seekers, and IT devices are a shopper’s arsenal as the individuals usually shop online (Oracle, 2012).

It should be noted that behaviour within any of the mentioned social classes or other classified consumer groups is not always homogeneous. Consumers are typically not completely rational, nor consistent, or even aware of the various elements that shape their decision-making. Consumption patterns seem to become very mixed, especially with emerging new technologies and diminishing traditional boundaries for spreading ideas across society. Consumers no longer strictly follow a certain consumer pattern that is specific to their social class or group. Analysis shows that in some classifications, especially the latest ones, income is not considered a factor in determining the type of consumer behaviour. For example, according to Euromonitor International (2015), consumer decisions depend not on income level, but rather, on very personal features of the consumer, as shown in Figure 5:
The survey of consumption patterns shows that consumption-related financial decision-making in households is a very complex and diverse process that is affected by numerous factors, the first of which is psychological, which often compromises economic logic and leads to irrational consumption and full or partial ignorance of budget constraints. As newly emerged consumption patterns are even more liberal in this sense, a number of bank clients who follow certain consumer ideas without paying due attention to availability of resources can increase. So far, the consumer behaviour is usually ignored by commercial banks as a factor, which influences borrower performance. The banks typically evaluate consumption by only subtracting certain amounts from total income when assessing the borrower prior to lending. It is remarkable that even the latest guiding documents, prepared by the International Monetary Fund (International Monetary Fund, 2015) and the European Parliament (European Parliament, 2016), which specifically address the NPL problem, also ignore it and emphasise the administrative methods of their handling.

Determinants of Non-Performing Loans: Listing and Quantitative Evaluation by Experts

In order to identify and compare the main reasons that determine insolvency of bank clients, an empirical analysis by expert evaluation method was done June–July 2015. The expert evaluation method was used in the research because it allows for getting specific information, which could not be derived from the literature or general statistics, exploiting expert knowledge accumulated by professionals in this specific area.

The setup of expertise procedures is displayed in Figure 6.

The research was conducted in seven stages:

1. Selection of appropriate experts.

The experts with specific knowledge were selected from Lithuanian retail banking and financial sectors to match the topic of investigation. All of them have work experience with non-performing loans and deal with insolvency issues of personal clients. The reliability of expert evaluation depends on the number of interviewed experts.
Additional information on experts:

- **Areas of expertise.** The 19 experts representing commercial banks work in specific departments that are responsible for debt management of individual clients (Debt Collection and Litigation, Credit Administration, Credit Risk Management, Pre-Trial Debt Collection, Debt Administration and Recovery Departments): Three experts specialise in banking customer service and sales and two work individually with finance management issues.

- **Positions.** The six top managers are heads of Debt Collection and Litigation, Pre-Trial Debt Collection, Litigation departments, Credit Risk Management, Debt Administration, Customer Service and Sales departments; Three experts are senior managers: senior credit administrator, senior credit risk specialist, senior analyst; three lawyers; 12 other specialists: two loan consultants, one debt consultant, one credit administrator, six managers, one business consultant, one personal finance manager.

- **Experience.** All experts have 1 to 23 years of professional experience in appropriate sectors.

Experts were interviewed separately in order to avoid any mutual and overall influence (e.g. by authorities).

**II. Selection of Delphi method.**

The Delphi technique, mainly developed by Dalkey and Helmer (1963) in the 1950s, is a widely used and accepted method for achieving convergence of opinion concerning real-world knowledge solicited from experts from within certain topic areas (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). According to Landeta (2006), it is time-tested and is one of the most accurate techniques used in social sciences for assessing opinion, forecasting and making decisions on lacking information problems. Delphi, in contrast to other data gathering and analysis techniques, employs multiple iterations designed to develop a consensus of opinion concerning a specific topic. Dalkey (1972), Ludlow (1975), and Hsu and Sandford (2007) point out a number of other advantages of this technique: the ability to provide anonymity to respondents, a controlled feedback process, and the suitability of a variety of statistical analysis techniques to interpret the data. As the Delphi technique perfectly conforms to the aim of this research to produce a coherent final opinion of expertise, it was selected as its working tool.

III–IV–V. Modelling of inquiries, survey initiation and processing results.

Theoretically, the Delphi process can be continuously iterated until a consensus is achieved (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). Usually, there are two to four iterations. However, Cyphert and Gant (1971), Brooks (1979), Ludwig (1997), and Custer, Scarcella, and Stewart (1999) point out that no more than three iterations are needed to collect the required information and to reach a consensus in most cases.

This investigation was organised with two rounds of iterations. In the first round, the Delphi process begins with an open-ended questionnaire (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). Experts were asked to list all reasons, according to their practical knowledge, that affect personal solvency. After receiving experts’ responses, the collected information was converted into a well-structured questionnaire, which was used as the survey instrument for the next step of data collection.

In the second round, each Delphi participant received a second questionnaire and was asked to review the items summarised by the investigators based on the information produced in the first round. All reasons were put into five main groups by their origin. Accordingly, Delphi panellists were asked to rank-order and quantitatively evaluate each group. Evaluation was done by distributing the total weight of influence, worth 100 %, between the groups according to their influence on personal solvency. The statistically processed results are presented in Figure 8.

VI. Compatibility evaluation of opinions

Credibility of the performed evaluation was verified by analysing dispersion of expert opinions and estimating concordance by using Kendall’s method. For calculation of the Kendall’s concordance coefficient, all results were ranked from 1 to 5, so that maximum score would rank 1 and the minimum would be 5. The concordance coefficient was calculated by using the formula:

$$W = \frac{125^2}{m^2(k^2 - k)}$$

(1)

$$S^2 = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{k} x_{ij} - a \right)^2}{m(k-1)(k^2 - 1)}$$

(2)

where: $W$ – Kendall’s concordance coefficient; $S^2$ – the sum of squared deviations; $m$ – number of experts; $k$ – number of factors; $a$ – mean value, $x_{ij}$ – total rank.

In our case, $m=24$, $k=5$. Two outcomes of analysis are possible: $H_0$ – contradictory expert assessments (concordance coefficient $W = 0$) and $H_A$ – expert assessments are similar (concordance coefficient $W \neq 0$).

Calculation of the Kendall concordance coefficient by using data from interviews gives that $W=0.65$. The significance of the concordance coefficient can be checked by applying $\chi^2$ criterion. Dimension $W \times m \times (k-1)$ has a $\chi^2$ distribution with $f = k - 1$ degrees of freedom and is 62.4, $f=4$.

According to the $\chi^2$ distribution with $\alpha$ level of critical values table, when $f=4$ and $\alpha = 0.05$, the critical value is 9.488 (if $\alpha = 0.025$, the critical value is 11.143; if $\alpha = 0.01$, critical value is 13.277).

The calculated statistics $W \times m \times (k-1)$ value for the selected significance level $\alpha$ and the number of degrees of freedom $f$ exceeds the critical value (in our case $W \times m \times (k-1)=62.4 > \chi^2$ (critical value)$= 9.488$), so hypothesis $H_0$ can be rejected, suggesting that the performed evaluation is reliable.

VII. Results of investigation

The results of expert evaluation show that neither income level nor force majeure (e.g. death, health problems, or other misfortunes) are the most influential factors for determining solvency of individuals (Figure 8). This closely correlates with findings from some other studies. For example, Keese (2009) states that the volume of income does not have a direct impact on the client’s solvency, unless a fluctuation of income is happening at the same time as another event (e.g., change in the number of family members, divorce, death of a spouse, etc.). Anderloni and Vandone (2010) have proven that insolvency does not correlate with income. Higher income does not guarantee debt payments in time. Christelis et al. (2010) claims that “even those households that are wealthy
and have higher income than average are still facing difficulties fulfilling their obligations”.

![Graph: Factors affecting non-performing loans](image)

**Figure 8.** The Results of Expert Evaluation

The interviewed experts have clearly linked borrower performance with the personal features of bank clients – finance management skills (30.42%) and the way they behave as consumers (30.46%) – suggesting that an individual’s solvency depends on these two factors by more than 60%. This closely correlates with the initial hypothesis of the research and supports it. Both factors can be influenced and controlled by means of education and training that is targeted at financial awareness raising and development of rational consumption skills. Relevant specific education could shape the pattern of consumer behaviour, adding to its rationality and making it more favourable to both the households and the retail banks.

**Financial and Consumer Awareness Raising as a Tool for NPL Reduction**

As up to 60% of non-performing loans and the related loss in retail banking are caused by reasons that are directly linked to financial and consumer awareness of clients, its increase might reduce the loss and positively affect the performance of banks. The implementation of relevant measures, on the other hand, would have their own cost, which would boost the total loss. The following analysis aims to determine whether or not investment into such measures could be beneficial for commercial banks and what volume of investment would be appropriate.

The effect of increased economic and consumer awareness of bank clients can be calculated by simultaneously solving the following system of equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
L_{at} &= \text{const} \\
E(h) &= C_E \cdot h \\
G(h) &= k \cdot L_{at} \cdot \ln(h) \cdot \frac{1}{\ln(h_{\text{max}})}
\end{align*}
\]

where:

- \(L_{at}\) – constant variable expresses loss of commercial banks caused by non-performing loans when no investment is made in the training of bank clients;
- \(E(h)\) – cost of financial and psychological education, EUR; \(h \in \{0 \div h_{\text{max}}\}\) duration of training courses in hours;
- \(G(h)\) – gain from investment in education; \(k \in \{0 \div 1\}\) coefficient, indicating the share of education-sensitive losses; \(\ln(h)\) – denotes law, which expresses the speed of knowledge perception by trainees; \(\ln(h_{\text{max}})\) – a constant, which transforms absolute numbers into relative.

An aggregate loss of banks after investment in education can be expressed as follows:

\[L_{\Sigma} = L_{at} - E(h) - G(h) = L_{at} - C_E \cdot h - k \cdot L_{at} \cdot \ln(h) \cdot \frac{1}{\ln(h_{\text{max}})} \]

Real values of \(L_{\Sigma}\) calculated for various \(L_{at}\) (10, 20, 30 and 40 million EUR), \(C_E = 60\) EUR, \(n_d = 30\), \(W = 50000\) and \(k = 0.7\) with reference to duration \(h\) of education of bank clients are presented in Fig.9, while Fig.10 displays them with reference to estimated education cost.

![Graph: Effect of Education on Aggregate Loss](image)

**Figure 9.** Effect of Education on Aggregate Loss of Banks Caused by Non-Performing Loans

\(L_{at}=10, 20, 30\) and 40 million EUR

![Graph: Effect of Investment in Education](image)

**Figure 10.** Effect of Investment in Education on Bank Losses Caused by Non-Performing Loans

As curves on Figure 9 presenting aggregate loss contain extrema, an expression of optimal duration of education \(h\) can be found by applying the derivative tests for \(L_{\Sigma}\) equation:

\[
L_{at} - C_E \cdot W / n_d = L_{at} - C_E \cdot h - k \cdot L_{at} \cdot \ln(h) \cdot \frac{1}{\ln(h_{\text{max}})}
\]
The problem of non-performing loans (NPL) became a major issue in the retail banks of many countries, including Lithuania, during the financial crisis of 2008–2010. The NPL ratio further increased in the EU during the years 2009–2014 (from ~5.6% in 2009 to ~7.6% in 2014) despite the macroeconomic recovery. NPLs are not only determined by macroeconomic fluctuations, but are also sensitive to other causes, including:

- The existing gaps in theoretical framework;
- Shortfalls of tools and methods used by retail banks to control the NPLs;
- Irrational financial and consumer behaviour of retail bank clients.

2. Macro- and microeconomic approaches used to analyse household economics do not specifically target their borrower performance and the NPL problem. Consumers lack adequate theoretical support and efficient resource allocation tools, which should be considered one of the major reasons for the high share of households performing poorly in terms of finances.

3. Modern consumer behaviour patterns typically pursue ideas that are irrelevant to economic logics and boost the share of households with poorly managed budgets, and consequently, the volume of non-performing retail loans.

4. The permanently growing NPL ratio indicates that control methods and tools currently used by the banks lack efficiency. Even the latest guiding documents focus on administrative methods and tools, which are passive – the “follow-up” type – having no preventive effect.

5. Evaluation performed by experts – the professionals within NPL handling – indicates that up to 60% of non-performing loans and the related retail banking losses are caused by reasons directly linked to the financial and consumer awareness of borrowers. Awareness raising could be used as a tool to reduce the related loss and positively affect the performance of both the banks and the households.

6. Retail banks should revise and modify the existing NPL handling strategies by integrating the use of financial and consumer awareness-raising measures, preventing the NPLs. Banks are encouraged to invest in them. A model for the evaluation of payback potential of investment into awareness-raising activities and specific education of bank clients was developed. Modelling results based on real data from the retail banking market indicate good payback possibilities of the investment.

Conclusions
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